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_______________________________________________________________ Summary: We adapt a knowledge-oriented model of distributed systems in order to analyze cryptographic protocols. This new model provides semantics for a logic of knowledge, time and communication. We express and prove with this logic security properties of cryptographic protocols. We apply this method to the verification of the Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol.
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The goal of a cryptographic protocol is to behave correctly even if some participants are malicious. In such a protocol, the participants may use encryption and decryption functions in order to compute the exchanged messages. But the use of well-conceived cryptographic functions does not guarantee the security of the protocol. Hence we should develop methods in order to prove formally the security of cryptographic protocols under the assumption that the cryptographic functions are ideal. Security properties, as the secrecy of messages exchanged between the agents or authentication of messages senders, may be stated in terms of knowledge. Epistemic logic was proposed by Hintikka (in [Hintikka 62]) in order to study formally concepts as knowledge, belief and ignorance. This logic was applied successfully by Halpern and Moses (in [Halpern-Moses 84]) to the analysis of distributed systems. In this context, epistemic logic formalizes how the states of knowledge of the agents evolve during a run of a protocol. In this paper we present the logic of communication in hostile environment called CKT5. CKT5 extends the epistemic logic allowing to describe the states of knowledge and ignorance associated to the communication of encrypted messages. This new logic is the basis of a formal method for the description and the proof of cryptographic protocols (see [Bieber 89]). After a short presentation of cryptographic protocols, we introduce the wellknown Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol an study informally its security. In section 2, we explain how to enhance the "equivalent histories" model proposed by [Halpern-Moses 84] in order to handle these protocols. Then, we introduce the language of CKT5 in section 3, and in section 4 we use this language in order to express and prove security properties such secrecy and authentication. Finally we apply this method in order to prove the security of the Needham-Schroeder protocol.



1. Cryptographic protocols
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1.1. Cryptographic functions Our view of cryptographic protocols does not give importance to the way the cryptographic functions are implemented. We are concerned with the epistemic properties of these functions. Def: Encryption, noted e, (resp. decryption, noted d) is a function that associates to a message and a key an encrypted message (resp. a decrypted message). e: Keys x Messages Æ Messages d: Keys x Messages ÆMessage (k, m)Æ m'=e(k,m) (k, m) Æ m'=d(k,m) where Keys is the set of keys and Messages is the set of messages. The method used in order to implement functions e et d is called cryptosystem. In conventional cryptosystem, decryption is the inverse of encryption: Definv : ∀k ∀m d(k, e(k, m)) = m Furthermore the cryptosystem should guarantee that functions e(k,.) and d(k,.) are "practically" non invertible without knowledge of the key k. Def: A cryptosystem is ideal iff e(k,.) and d(k,.) are "actually" non-invertible without knowledge of key k. Hypothesis 0: We study protocols using cryptographic functions implemented with an ideal cryptosystem. 1.2. Malicious agents Messages are encrypted because we suppose that some malicious agents do not follow the protocol. These agents may eavesdrop or block messages, they can also modify or create new messages. When, in a classical protocol, agent A wants to communicate the information m, if there is no malicious agent, then A sends message m. But in a hostile environment A does not know if his message will arrive to the intended receiver, he does not know if the message will not be transformed. The goal of a cryptographic protocol is to establish trust between agents about the communicated information. We were especially interested in two basic properties of security: - Def Secrecy: An agent knows a secret message and he knows that no other non-wished agent knows this secret message , - Def Authentication: An agent knows who is the author of a message and knows that no other agent was able to create this message. 1.3. Epistemic properties of cryptographic functions Assume A wants to communicate information m to agent B. A sends message e(k,m) to B, where k is an encryption key known by A and B and nobody else. Let's examine the knowledge of a malicious agent X different from A and B:
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As e(k,.) is non-invertible without knowledge of k, X cannot decrypt message e(k,m). Hence X cannot learn information m from messsage e(k,m). As d(k,.) is non-invertible without knowledge of k, X cannot encrypt message m. Hence X cannot create message e(k,m) even if he knows message m. Suppose now that B receives message e(k,m), B can infer that the author of the message knows key k. But if B does not know that A knows key k then B will not be able to recognize the sender of the message. Conversely A can infer that only agents knowing key k may learn information m, but if A ignores that B knows key k then A cannot infer that B is able to learn m. Hence if A and B want to agree on the exchange of information m, then they have to know mutually that k is a key. This means that A knows key k, and B knows key k, and A knows that B knows key k and A knows that B knows that A knows that ... and so on depending on the level of agreement wished between A and B. If two agents share the secret of a key then the impossibility of decrypting messages guarantees secrecy, and impossiblity of encrypting messages guarantees authentication 1.4. The Needham-Schroeder protocol. In the following of this paper, we will focus on the verification of the NeedhamSchroeder authentication protocol. We choose this protocol because it was studied with other formal methods (see [Burrows et al. 89], and [Millen et al. 87]), this will allow to compare our results with other ones. Furthermore, a well-known weakness of the first version of the protocol exists, we thought that it could be a good test for a formal method to make appear, during the verification of the protocol, the missing hypotheses. 1.4.1. Protocol description The goal of the Needham-Schroeder protocol is to establish a secure communication link between two honest agents in a hostile environment. Three agents participate to this protocol: agent A requests a communication link, B is the agent with whom A wants to communicate and AS is an automatic encryption key server. Agent A asks the server AS for an encryption key ck in order to share it with B, we call this key the connection key. When A receives ck he sends it to B, finally A and B use ck in order to encrypt and decrypt the data they wish to communicate. If the connection key is uniquely known by A and B then the date encrypted with ck will remain secret and the encrypted messages will authenticate their author. Hence the server has to distribute the key in a way preserving the secrecy of ck. Needham-Schroeder Protocol 1 A-->AS: i1.A.B 2 AS-->A: e(kA,i1.B.ck.e(kB,A.ck)) 3 A-->B: e(kB,A.ck) 4 B-->A: e(ck,i2) 5 A-->B: e(ck,i2 - 1)
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step 1: A asks AS for a connection key to share with B, A identifies its request with a random message i1 created at its request. step 2: AS sends to A a message encrypted with A's private key kA that contains the connection key ck to be shared with B corresponding to the request stamped with i1 and a message encrypted with B's private key kB that contains the identity of A and ck. step 3: A sends to B the encrypted with B's private key part of the message he just received. step 4: B sends to A the random message i2 created at B's request encrypted with key ck step 5: A applies a previously agreed function to i2 and sends to B the result encrypted with ck. The authors made the following assumptions: - Agent X's private key kX is an encryption key whose secret is shared by X and AS. - Messages i1 and i2 are random messages called nonces, they are created at an agent request during a run of the protocol by the system. The main property of this kind of message is that before the date of its creation a nonce does not exist hence no agent can know a message containing such this nonce. - AS is an automatic server, hence it cannot be malicious and it does not send twice the same connection key. If A and B are honest then they perform the actions according to their role in the protocol. In that case we may assume that A, B and AS do not divulgate the connection key ck. 1.4.2. Security property of the protocol Security property: At the end of the protocol, if A (resp. B) receives a message encrypted with the connection key then A (resp. B) knows that B (resp. A) is the author of the message. As we have seen in section 1.3 it is sufficient that at the end of the protocol uniquely A , B and AS know the connection key. Security proof: We divide into two parts the security proof. We first prove that at the end of the protocol A and B know that both know that ck is the connection key. Then we prove they both know that every agent but A, B and AS ignore that ck is an encryption key. Knowledge of the key: 1. When A receives a message containing ck encrypted with kA, A can decrypt this message and as A and AS share the secret of key kA, A knows that AS is the author of this message. AS the rôle of AS is to distribute keys A learns that ck is an encryption key. 2. When B receives a message containing ck encrypted with kB, B can decrypt this message and as B and AS share the secret of key kB B knows that AS is the author of this message. Hence B learns that ck is an encryption key. But B also knows that A forwarded this message because A
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received previously some message from AS that allowed A to learn that ck is an encryption key, hence B knows that A knows that ck is an encryption key. 3. When A receives a message encrypted with key ck then as neither A nor AS sent this message B has learned that ck is an encryption key hence A knows that B knows that ck is an encryption key. Ignorance of the key: 1. When A receives a message containing ck encrypted with kA, then A can decrypt this message and know that AS is the author of the message. Hence A learns that ck is a new encryption key created after message i1 was created. As i1 is a nonce, before A sends its request containing i1 nobody knows key ck. Furthermore AS does not divulgate ck, hence the unique message containing ck AS sends is a message where ck is encrypted with key kA. Finally when A receives a message containing ck encrypted with kA A knows that nobody but A and AS can learn that ck is an encryption key. 2. The unique message sent by A and containing ck is encrypted with key kB. Hence A knows that only B can learn that ck is an encryption key. 3. A knows that neither AS nor B divulgate ck then A knows that nobody but A, AS and B can learn encryption key ck. The weakness of the protocol is that B has no evidence that ck is ignored by the every agents but A, AS and B. When B receives a message containing ck encrypted with kB, this message could have been sent a long time ago by AS and key ck would no longuer be ignored by some agent different from A, B or AS. If B supposes that A has never divulgated key ck then B can learn that the key is ignored by every agents but A, B or AS. Throughout this first section we have encountered epistemic concepts such as knowledge, ignorance, learning. In section 2, we provide a formal model that justifies the use of such concepts in the anlysis of cryptographic protocols.



2. A Formal Model for Cryptographic Protocols. Research on automatic verification of programs gave birth to a family of nonclassical logics called logics of programs. Dynamic logic [Harel 84] was designed for the analysis of sequential programs; temporal logic of programs [Audureau et al. 89] was created in order to analyze the behavior of parallel progams. These two logics are not perfectly adapted to the study of programs whose execution is shared by several agents such as protocols. In a distributed system, agents have a partial view of the execution of the program, in particular they do not know what actions are performed by the other agents. This society of agents having different points of view of the global state of the system may be modeled by epistemic logic. This approach was first followed by Halpern and Moses [HalpernMoses 84] and Chandy and Misra [Chandy-Misra 85].
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In the following we summarize how these authors propose to asociate formulae of epistemic logic to protocols. 2.1 The equivalent histories model Let's consider a protocol P involving n communicating agents linked by a communication network. We note AGT the set of agents. During a run of a protocol agents perform one of the three following actions : - Send a message, - Receive a message, - Perform an internal action (toss a coin, affectation…). We suppose that emission and reception of messages are ordered by a global clock. This clock could be virtual, this means that agents do not have access to the time associated to their action. Time points are members of TIME, a finite subset of integers. Def: A local history of agent A at time t contains : IA the initial state of A, S(A,0,t) the set of messages sent by A between time 0 and t, R(A,0,t) the set of messages received by A between time 0 and t. Def: A global history of protocol P at time t is the n-tuple that contains the n local histories at time t of the n agents belonging to AGT. If  denotes a global history at time t, then  denotes the corresponding local history of A at time t. Def: A possible execution of protocol P is a global history at time tm, where tm is the greatest member of TIME. Let WP be the set of every possible run of protocol P. We define, for every agent A, an indiscernability relation ~A on WP that represents the partial view agent A has on the global history. Global histories  and  are indiscernable (equivalent) with respect to A iff the local histories  and  are equal: DefEqui :  ~A  iff = Ih,A =Ih',A, Sh(A,0,t)=Sh'(A,0,t') and Rh(A,0,t)=Rh'(A,0,t') We associate to protocol P a model MP = 


}>.
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We will see in section 3, that MP is closely linked with models of the epistemic logic. This will allow us to evaluate the truth, in some given history  of the protocol, of formulae denoting A knows that k is a key, A knows that B knows that k is a key. Comparing formulae known at  and , with t'>t indicates how agents gain knowledge.
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Evolution with time of known formulae depends not only on what is communicated to the agents but also on how messages are delivered by the system. Classically three different modes of communication are distinguished: - Communication is synchronous iff every message sent at time t is received at time t. - Communication is asynchronous iff every message sent at time t is received at some later time. - If the messages sent may be lost, then communication is non-guaranteed. 2.2. Uncertain Communication In hostile environment, a message sent by an agent may be blocked and then released by a malicious agent. Hence it is possible that this message does not arrive to its wished receiver in the same unit of time. Furthermore a malicious agent may block and destroy the message, hence messages may be lost. Conversely a malicious agent, masquerading as another agent, may send messages. Hence when such a message is received the recipient has no insurance as to who sent the message. We define a new communication mode corresponding to protocols executed in a hostile environment. We call it uncertain communication, because in this mode messages cannot be lost, but the identity of the sender and the receiver is uncertain. This defines the following constraint on the formal model: Def uncertain:: for all message m and agent X of AGT (1) m : S(X,t-1, t) Æ ∃Y :AGT ∃t'> t m : R(Y,t,t') and (2) m : R(X, t-1, t) Æ ∃Y :AGT ∃t'
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We have divided the proposed methods in three categories. First of all, in "computation oriented" proofs, an agent has a limited capacity of computation. In this context no difference is established between security of the cryptosystem and security of the protocol. The impossibility to encrypt or decrypt messages is modelled by the impossibility for an agent to perform high computational complexity algorithms. As we have assumed that the cryptosystem is ideal, these proofs have no direct interest for us. 2.3.2. Word oriented proofs. In "word oriented" proofs, an agent has an infinite capacity of computation. If an agent receives message m and possesses key k then he is able to compute e(k,m), d(k,m), e(k,e(k,m)) and so on… Messages that agent A can compute in this way are called messages possessed by A. The set of possessed message is the free-algebra generated by on one hand clear-text messages and keys, and on the other hand cryptographic functions. To each agent corresponds a subset of the free-algebra that contains messages possessed by this agent. This set is the free algeba generated by on one hand cleartext messages, keys and received messages, and on the other hand cryptographic functions and the simplification rule: if d(k,e(k,m)) is possesssed by A then m is also possessed by A. Impossibility of encrypting and decrypting corresponds to the fact that an agent does not possess necessarily the result of encryption or decryption of a possessed message with a non-possessed key. Works by Dolev and Yao [Dolev-Yao 81] and DeMillo, Lynch and Merritt [DeMillo et al. 82] share this algebraic view of cryptographic protocols. But, as DeMillo, Lynch and Merritt point out, security is not always expressible in terms of of possession of some message. For example, in a secret poll voting protocol, security is rather guaranteed by secrecy of the correspondance between candidates and voters than by secrecy of the name of the candidates. DeMillo, Lynch and Merritt propose to model not only messages possessed by agents but also knowledge possessed by the agents. 2.3.3. Knowledge oriented proofs. Finally the work by Merritt and Wolper [Merritt-Wolper 85] on " knowledge oriented" proofs provides an interesting account on the impossibility of decrypting or encrypting a message without knowledge of the key. This work is an extension of the previous algebraic work. Hence agents still have an infinite computation capacity, and messages possessed by agents is a free-algebra. But in order to establish a difference between possession of a message and knowing the meaning of this message, Merritt and Wolper propose to add to the free-algebra a crypto-algebra. The crypto-algebra is a free algebra generated by on one hand the actual values of messages and keys and on the other one the actual cryptosystem used to implement the encryption and decryption functions.
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Interpretation functions relate messages of the crypto-algebra to messages of the free-algebra. Interpretation are bijections such that the interpretation of e(k,m) is equal to the encryption of the interpretation of m with the interpretation of k. Members of the free-algebra can be regarded as possible structures of members of the crypto-algebra. A structure is a way to compute a message with clear-text messages and keys. Suppose 100101 is a message of the crypto-algebra, then a possible structure related to it could be e(ka,'ready'); ka and 'ready' are called members of the structure. Agent A knows the meaning of a message m of the crypto-algebra if he can relate without ambiguity this message to a member of the free-algebra. In this case, every interpretation compatible with its knowledge agree on the member of the freealgebra related to m. The state of knowledge of agent A is the part of the crypto-algebra that contains messages possessed by A and all interpretation functions that agree on the members of the free-algebra related to clear-text messages and keys possessed by A. In this frame, A knows key k iff every interpretations of his state of knowledge relates k to the same member of the free-algebra that happen to be a key. A knows clear-text message m iff every interpretation relates m to the same member of the free-algebra that happen to be a clear-text message. More generally, agent A knows the meaning of a possessed message iff there is a structure related to this message such that A knows the keys and clear-text messages that are members of this structure. Here the underlying hypothesis that keys and clear-text messages are properly distributed to agents by the system is made. This distribution should guarantee that it is not possible that agents can unequivocally relate messages of the crypto-algebra to different members of the free-algebra. Note that equality between members of the free-algebra respects the rule: d(k,e(k,m))=m. Impossibility of decrypting or encrypting is guaranteed by the ambiguity of encrypted messages with an unknown key, even if the messages are possessed. 2.4. Enhancement of the equivalent histories model As in the work of Merritt and Wolper, we consider that during a run of the protocol the set of all messages that can be computed by the agents corresponds to the crypto-algebra generated by the keys, clear-text messages and cryptographic functions. Hence the sets S(A,0,t) and R(A,0,t) of sent and received messages are sets of integers. We associate to agent A's local history the part of the crypto-algebra that contains messages that A possesses. To each global history h we associate two sets Keysh and Clearh that contain values of keys and clear-text messages delivered by the system. Def: A knows key k in history h iff in every history h' equivalent to h with respect to A k belongs to Keysh'.
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Def: A knows clear-text message m in history h iff in every history h' equivalent to h with respect to A m belongs to Clearh'. Def: A structure associated to m is a way to compute m with the encryption function and members of Clearh and Keysh . if m=e(k1,m1) with k1 : Keysh and m1 : Clearh then e(k1,m1) is a possible structure associated to m, if m : Clearhthen m is a possible structure associated to m. Hypothesis 2: We suppose that clear-text messages and keys are distributed by the system in a way that guarantees that there is at most one structure associated to a message. Remark that hypothesis 2 implies that if m=e(k1,m1) with k1:Keysh and m1 : Clearh then m : Clearh otherwise we could associate to m two structures, for the same reason there are no other ki : Keysh mi : Clearh such that m=e(ki,mi). Def: Message m is unequivocal for A in history h iff there is a structure associated to m such that in every history h' equivalent to h with respect to A members of this structure are members of Clearh' and Keysh'. As in the work of Merritt and Wolper we establish a difference between possessing (being able to compute) a message and knowing the meaning (being able to interpret unequivocally) a message. Consider history h where A possesses message m=e(k,m') with k:Keysh and m : Clearh but A does not know key k. If in history h A does not know key k, then there is an history that is equivalent to h with respect to A such that k does not belong to Keysh. And according to hypothesis 2, in history h, there is no other structure associated to message m. Hence message m is ambiguous for A. As this example shows it, if agent A possesses a message encrypted with a key not known by A then this message is ambiguous for A. In our setting, ambiguity of encrypted messages corresponds to the impossibility of decrypting or encrypting messages without knowledge of the key even if the agent possesses the message. In order to express in a more epistemic fashion the previous impossibility statement we would like to abolish the difference between "agent A possesses message m" and "agent A knows that m is possessed by some agent". We restrict the form of the messages that can be exchanged during a run of a protocol. Def: In history h, message m is usable iff if in every history h' equivalent to h with respect to A m belongs to the crypto-algebra associated to h' then m is possessed by A in h'. Hypothesis 3: We suppose that during an execution of the protocol only usable messages are exchanged.
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We can restate the impossibility statement into: if agent A knows that an encrypted message m is usable and A does not know the key used to encrypt the message then this message is ambiguous for A.



3. A Logic for Communication in a Hostile Environment As we are interested in how knowledge evolves with communication of encrypted messages, we build logic CKT5 that contains epistemic, temporal and communication modal operators. We first introduce a mariage of epistemic and temporal logics. Then we define modal operators that translate the two basic actions of communication: send and receive a message. Finally we use a quantified version of CKT5 in order to describe the different kinds of messages that agents may exchange. In the last part of this section we give syntactical definitions of univoque, computable and usable messages. 3.1. The logic of time and knowledge KT5 In this section we first introduce the definition of a modal logic following definitions of Hughes and Cresswell (see [Hughes-Cresswell 68]). 3.1.1. Language The language of a modal logic is built upon the following symbols: - classical connectors &,v, ¬ - a set of propositional variables VAR={p, q, r,…} - a unary connector [], called universal modal operator. A formula of a modal logic is built following classical formulae construction rules plus: if A is a formula then[] A is also a formula. 3.1.2. Semantics The semantics of a modal logic is defined in terms of a Kripke model M = where: - W is a non-empty set of possible histories - ~ is a binary relation on W, - and v is a valuation function that associates a truth value to each member of VAR in a given history h of W , v: W x VARÆ{0,1}. The satisfaction function associates a truth value to every formulae in a given model M and a given history h of W . The sat function is defined as follows: - M,h sat p iff p:VAR and v(h,p)=1 - M,h sat A & B iff M,h sat A and M,h sat B - M,h sat ¬A iff non (M,h sat A) - M,h sat []A iff for all h' of W if h ~h' then M,h' sat A
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As we can see, the binary relation ~ has a crucial role in the definition of the modal operator. The set of models such that ~ verifies a certain property defines a modal logic. The logic of knowledge is a modal logic where there are several universal operators noted KA where A is an agent. The formula KA F is read A knows that F. The semantics is defined by models of the form M=, where each ~A is an equivalence relation that defines operator KA. 3.1.3. Kripke models for protocols Hence by adding to the formal model MP= associated to protocol P a valuation function v, we obtain a Kripke model that enables us to evaluate the truth of epistemic formulae. In this paper we do not use standard epistemic logic but the logic of knowledge and time KT5 of Sato [Sato 77]. In KT5, there are no specific temporal operators but the knowledge operators are indexed by agents and time. For every agent A of AGT and each time t of TIME, KA,tF means at time t, A knows that F. Semantically we transform the model MP= into the new model MTIME,P=, where HP is the subset of WP that contains exclusively executions of P, and the relation ~A,t is defined as follows: Def rel ~A,t : h ~A,t h' iff = Adding a valuation function to this model allows us to define the sat function: MTIME,P, h sat KA,tF iff ∀h':HP if h ~A,t h' then MTIME,P, h' sat F 3.2. A logic of Communication : CKT5 It is possible to describe a run of a protocol by giving the list of messages exchanged by the agents. In order to characterize a honest agent , i. e. express the fact that he follows the protocol, we must be able to describe explicitly the actions performed by this agents, especially communication actions. As in dynamic logic [Harel 84], where modal operators are associated to actions, we define two new modal operators SA,t and RA,t that describe the emission of a message, and reception of a message. We say that, during execution h, A sends message F at time t iff A sends a message m at time t in execution h and in every execution h' where A sends the same message m at the same time t formula F is true in h'. If, in execution h, A sends message m at time t then h is related by ~sA,t with every execution h' where A sent the same message m at the same time t : Def rel sA,t h ~sA,t h' iff Sh(A,t-1,t) =Sh'(A,t-1,t) and Sh(A,t-1,t) ≠ Ø Thanks to this accessibility relation we can define operator SA,t M, h sat SA,t p iff ∃h1 h~sA,th1 and ∀h' if h~sA,th' then M, h' sat p.
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We define in same manner the operator RB,t and we call CKT5 the extension of KT5 with SA,t and RA,t. These new operators enable us to study, in the language of CKT5, the link between communication and knowledge. We may prove formally (see [Bieber 89]) that the two following formulae translate the uncertain mode of communication: Theorem emission: SA,tmsg(m)Æ KA,tmsg(m) &KA,tVX AGT,t'>tRX,t'msg(m) Theorem reception: RB,tmsg(m) Æ KB,tmsg(m)&KB,tVX AGT,t'


In this logic variables represent messages, they can be computed using the two new functional symbols. We define several predicates in order to caracterize which messages are clear-text, unequivocal, usable according to the definitions of section 2.4. 3.3.1. Computable messages
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If m is a clear-text message distributed by the system (i.e. a member of Clearh) then clear(m) is true. If k is an encryption key distributed by the system (i.e. a member of Keysh ) then key(k) is true. We can caracterize messages that are members of the algebra of computable messages generated by the set of clear-text messages and the set of keys. Among the set of every computable message we define well-built messages as possible structures. For example, consider that k is an encryption key, and m a clear-text message then m, m.m, e(k,m), e(k,e(k,m).m) are well built messages but d(k,m), m.d(k,m) are not because they do not correspond to valid structures. In a protocol using a conventional cryptosystem, a well-built ("clean") message is a clear-text message, or concatenation of two clean messages or encryption of a clean message. Def clean clean(m) ( ∃k key(k) &clean(d(k,m))) v ( ∃m1 ∃m2 m =m1.m2 &clean(m1) &clean(m2)) v clear(m) A computable message ("not so clean") is a clean message, or concatenation of two not so clean messages or encryption or decryption of a not so clean message. Def n_s_clean n_s_clean(m)  (∃k key(k)&n_s_clean(d(k,m))) v ( ∃m' ∃k key(k) &m= d(k,m')&n_s_clean(m')) v( ∃m1 ∃m2 m =m1.m2 & n_s_clean(m1) &n_s_clean(m2)) v clean(m) 3.3.2. Constraints on keys and clear-text messages When someone receives an message, even if this message is ambiguous he can have some knowledge about the structure of the message. The usual way to gain such knowledge is to check the message for some redundancy. In our study we suppose that the only kind of redundancy a message may have is to contain some clear-text message. Message m contains message m', iff m is equal to m' or the concatenation of m' with other messages is contained in m or encryption of m' is contained in m. Def belongs belongs(m',m)  m = m' v ( ∃m0 ∃k key(k) &m'=d(k,m0) &belongs(m0,m)) v (∃m0 ∃m1 (m0=m1.m' v m0=m'.m1) &belongs(m0,m)) A message achieves redundancy iff it contains at least a clear-text message Def redu_ok redu_ok(m)  ∃m' belongs(m',m) &clear(m') We give constraints on the choice of values of keys and clear-text messages in order to enforce hypothesis 2. - A clear-text message is elementary, i. e. it is not decomposable in submessages: Constraint clear
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clear(m) elementary(m) Def elementary elementary(m)  ∀m1 ∀m2 m ≠ m1.m2 - If the result of the decryption of m with key k achieves redundancy then m is not a clear-text message. Constraint redu_ok1 redu_ok(d(k,m))&key(k)Æ ¬clear(m) - If the result of the decryption of m with key k achieves redundancy then m' is elementary . Constraint redu_ok2 redu_ok(d(k,m)) &key(k) Æ elementary(m) - It is not possible that the results of the decryption of message m with two different keys achive both redundancy. Constraint redu_ok3 redu_ok(d(k1,m)) &redu_ok(d(k2,m))&key(k1) &key(k2) Æk1=k2



3.3.3. Usable messages A message is univoque for agent X at time t iff it is well-built with exclusively clear-text messages and keys known by X at time t. Def univoque univoque(X,t,m)  (∃k KX,tkey(k)&univoque(X,t,d(k,m))) v (∃m1 ∃m2 m=m1.m2 &univoque(X,t,m1)&univoque(X,t,m2)) v KX,t clear(m)



According to hypothesis 3 X knows that message m is usable iff: - X is able to compute by his own means message m (m is univoque for X), - or X is able to compute message m using some received messages. msg Def



KX,tmsg(m)  univoque(X,t,m) v (∃m1 ∃m2 m =m1.m2 &KX,tmsg(m1)&KX,tmsg(m2)) v (∃k ∃m d(k,m')=m&KX,tkey(k) &KX,tmsg(m')) v (∃k ∃m d(k,m)=m'&KX,tkey(k) &KX,tmsg(m')) &KX,t(redu_ok(m)Æ redu_ok(m')) v (∃m' Vt'•tRX,t'msg(m') &calcul(X,t,m',m))



Agent X is able to compute message m using message m'at time t, iff he knows every message and key used in order to create m and if at each step he knows that he does not create a message achieving redundancy using messages not achieving it. calcul Def



calcul(X,t,m',m)  m = m' v (∃m0 ∃k KX,tkey(k) &m0=d(k,m) &calcul(X,t,m',m0) &KX,t(redu_ok(m)Æ redu_ok(m0)))
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v (∃m0 ∃k KX,tkey(k) &m=d(k,m0) &calcul(X,t,m',m0)) v (∃m0 ∃m1 (m0=m.m1 v m0=m1.m) &calcul(X,t,m',m0))



4. Authentication and secrecy 4.1. Formal definition of the security properties Let's see how to state in the language of CKT5 security properties as secrecy and authentication. Information F is secret among the group G of agents iff they all know F, and they know that nobody outside group G knows F. This state of knowledge may be translated directly into the language of CKT5 by the formula: Λ X GKXF &Λ X GKX Λ Y G ¬KYF



The group G of agents share the secret of information F iff they commonly know that F, and they commonly know that nobody outside group G knows F. KGF &KG Λ Y G ¬KYF where KG is a an abbreviation



for common knowledge among the set of agents



G (see [Halpern-Moses 84]). In order to express that secrecy of key k is shared by A and B at time t, we use the previous formula with F replaced by key(k), and G replaced by {A,B}. Def private private(t,{A,B},k)  K{A,B},0key(k) &K{A,B},0 ΛX:{A,B}¬KX,tkey(k)



The representation of authentication in CKT5 is less direct, as we need to define the author of a message. We regard the author of message m as an agent able to create m; we could translate that by "message m is univoque for the author". Hence message m authenticates agent A iff message m is univoque for A at some time t, and if A does not send m then every agent X (different from A) will not be able to learn message m. univoque(A,t,m) &Λ X•A,t' TIME(KX,t'msg(m) Æ Vt"


4.2. Formal proof of authentication In this section we present lemmas correponding to epistemic properties of encrypted messages; due to space limitation, we omit the proofs (see [Bieber 89]). In the following, we represent "message m0 is encrypted with key k0" by "the result of the decryption of m0 with key k0 achieves redundancy". This representation seems to be accurate as constraints redu_ok1, redu_ok2, and redu_ok3 imply that there is no other way to compute m0 with partially clear messages. We give ambiguity, integrity and authentication lemmas. Then, we study protection, divulgation and secrecy properties. 4.2.1. Ambiguity lemmas
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Lemma ambiguity0 : If message m0 is encrypted with key k0 then m0 is ambiguous for every agent ignoring key k0. redu_ok(d(k0,m0))&key(k0)&¬KX,t key(k0)Æ ¬univoque(X,t,m0)



Lemma ambiguity: If message m1 contains message m0 encrypted with key k0 then m1 is ambiguous for every agent for which m0 is ambiguous. redu_ok(d(k0,m0))&key(k0)&¬univoque(X,t,m0) &belongs(m0,m1) Æ ¬univoque(X,t,m1)



4.2.2. Integrity Lemmas Lemma Cal_intg : If message m1 contains message m0 encrypted with key k0 then every agent not knowing key k0 is not able to create m1 using message m2 that does not contain m0. redu_ok(d(k0,m0))&key(k0) &¬KX,tkey(k0) &belongs(m0,m1) & calcul(X,t,m2,m1) Æ belongs(m0,m2)



Lemma integrity: If agent X knows message m2 that contains message m0 encrypted with key k0 and if X does not know k0 then he received some message m1 containing m0. redu_ok(d(k0,m0))&key(k0) &¬KX,tkey(k0) &belongs(m0,m2) & KX,t msg(m2) Æ ∃m1 Vt'•tRX,t'msg(m1) &belongs(m0,m1)



Lemma integrity1: If agent X knows message m2 that contains message m0 encrypted with key k0 and if X does not know message d(k0,m0) then he received some message m1 containing m0. redu_ok(d(k0,m0))&key(k0) &¬KX,tmsg(d(k0,m0)) &belongs(m0,m2)& KX,t msg(m2) Æ ∃ m1 Vt'•t RX,t' msg(m1) &belongs(m0,m1)



4.2.3. Authentication theorem Lemma author: If X sends message m2 that contains message m0 encrypted with key k0 then the author of message m0 knows message d(k0,m0) and key k0 and he sent some message m1 containing m0. redu_ok(d(k0,m0)) &key(k0) &belongs(m0,m2) & SX,t'msg(m2) Æ ∃m1 VZ AGT,t•t'(SZ,tmsg(m1)&belongs(m0,m1)&KZ,tkey(k0)&KZ,tmsg(d(k0 ,m0)))



Theorem authentication: If A receives message m2 that contains message m0 encrypted with key k0 then A knows that the author of message m0 knows message d(k0,m0) and key k0.
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KA,tkey(k0)&KA,tredu_ok(d(k0,m0))&KA,tbelongs(m0,m2)&RA,t msg(m2) Æ KA,t(∃m1VX AGT,t'


Note that this lemma does not correspond to the definition of authentication we gave. Here we consider that the author of a message is not necessarily its creator. Consider a protocol where X receives a message m he did not create and encrypts it with a known key. We can consider that X is the author of the encrypted message though he may not know the meaning of m. A message need not to be univoque for its author, but the author should partially know how it has been computed. 4.3. Formal Proof of secrecy 4.3.1. Random messages In the following we provide a definition of random messages such as "nonce" messages used in the Needham and Shroeder protocol (see [Needham-Schroeder 78]). Then we study how secrecy of such messages may be preserved. i is a random message created at the request of A at time t0, iff: - before t0 nobody knows that i is computable (i is a not so clean message), - at t0 A learns that i is a clear-text message, - after t0 every agent, but A, ignores that message i is a clean message. Def nonce nonce(i,t0,A)  KA,t0 Λ X AGT,t


Lemma integrity2: If X knows message m2 that contains message i that is cleartext but ambiguous for X then X received some message m1 containing i KX,tmsg(m2) &¬univoque(X,t,i)& t_clear(i) &belongs(i,m2) ∃m1 V t'•t RX,t' msg(m1)&belongs(i,m1)



4.3.2. Divulgation In order to prove that secrecy is preserved we have to make several hypotheses on the behavior of the other agents sharing the secret. We must especially assume that they do not divulge the secret. Message i is protected by m0 in message m iff m0 contains i and if i is contained in m then m est computed using encryption and concatenation of messages where i is protected by m0. Def protected protected(i,m,m0)  belongs(i,m0) &(belongs(i,m) m=m0 v(∃m1 ∃m2 m=m1.m2&protected(i,m1,m0)& protected(i,m2,m0)) v(∃k ∃m' m'=d(k,m)&key(k)&belongs(i,m')&protected(i,m',m0)))
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A has divulged information i outside message m0 iff A sent message m containing i such that i is not protected by m0 in m . Def divulgation divulgation(A,t0,i,m0)  ∃m Vt•t0SA,tmsg(m) &¬protected(i,m,m0)



4.3.3. Secrecy theorem Theorem secret :If the random message i created at A's request at time t0 is not divulged outside the result of its encryption with key k0 shared by A and B then at all time points t1•t0 everybody but A and B does not message i. SA,t0msg(m0)& ¬divulgation(A,t1,i,m0)&¬divulgation(B,t1,i,m0) & nonce(i,t0,A)&d(k,m0)=i & private({A,B},t0,k) Æ ΛX ΑGT-{A,B} ¬KX,t1msg(i)



Note that this lemma deals only with secrecy of messages. It does not provide directly a proof for the secrecy of keys or votes. Hence our approach also suffers from the criticism made of the algebraic method by DeMillo, Lynch and Merritt. But it could be possible to prove secrecy of general properties by describing explicitely how agents may learn this property.



5. A formal security proof method Let's consider protocol P and its security property. Protocol P is secure if every honest agent (an agent that performs the sequence of actions corresponding to its role in the protocol) knows that the security property is enforced by the protocol. Remark that the only hypothesis made is that A is honest, hence all other agents may be malicious. The unformal security proof of the Needham-Schroeder protocol teached us that the assumption that X is honest is not sufficient in order to prove that the protocol enforces its security property. It is often important to add the assumptions X make on the behavior of other agents. As we are able to associate to every action a formula of CKT5 we can build a formula translating the role of an agent. Suppose that ProtocolA is the formula describing the rôle and the behavorial assumptions of agent A and secu translates the security property of P, then : Protocol P is secure with respect to A iff ProtocolAÆ secu is valid in CKT5. We have seen in section 4.1 how to represent into the language of CKT5 security properties as secrecy and authentication. Let's see how to describe in the language of CKT5 the behaviors of the agents.



5.1. Formal description of a cryptographic protocol 5.1.1. Realistic denotations. We associate to each action a formula of CKT5 called denotation.
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- The denotation associated to the emission of message m by A at time t0 is SA,t0msg(m) - The denotation associated to the reception of message m by B at time t1 is RB,t1msg(m).



- The denotation associated to the interpretation of some message uses the predicates defined in section 2.2. For example, the denotation associated to message m is a message composed of two elementary sub-messages: ∃m1 ∃m2 m=m1.m2&elementary(m1)&elementary(m2)



We describe each step of a protocol by the conjunction of the denotation associated to the communication action performed at this step and of the denotation associated to the interpretation of the message sent or received. As the interpretation can depend on messages received or sent previously we build a predicate linking all the interpretations. Predicate rôle(X,t0,m0,t1,m1,…,tn,mn) describe the n interpretations of the messages associated to the n actions of the rôle of X in the protocol. The denotation associated to step i is : or



∃t1…tn ∃m1…mn RA,timsg(mi)&rôle_A(t0,m0,…,ti,mi,…,tn,mn) ∃t1…tn ∃m1…mn SA,timsg(mi)&rôle_A(t0,m0,…,ti,mi,…,tn,mn)



The rôle of an agent is the conjunction of the denotations associated to the steps of the protocol. Let's examine the roles of the agents in the Needham-Schroeder protocol .We first modify slightly the two last steps of the protocol . We replace: 4 B --> A: e(ck,i2.B) 4 B --> A: e(ck,i2) 5 A --> B: e(ck,i2-1) by 5 A --> B: e(ck,i2.A) where 'A' and 'B' are A and B identifiers. Rôle of agent A: step 1: A asks AS for a connection key to share with B, A identifies its request with a random message i1 created at its request. SA,t1msg(m1)&∃i1 nonce(i1,t1,'A')&m1=i1.'A'.'B'



step 2: A receives a message encrypted with A's private key that contains message ck and message i1 and an ambiguous. RA,t2msg(m2) &∃ck ∃m3 d(kA,m2)=i1.'B'.ck.m3 &private({A,AS},0,kA)



step 3: A sends to B the ambiguous part of the message he just received. SA,t3msg(m3) &¬p_clear(d(kA,m3))



step 4: A receives a message encrypted with key ck that contains an ambiguous message i2 and B's identifier RA,t4msg(m4) &∃i2 d(ck,m4)=i2.'B'



step 5: A appends its identifier to i2 and sends to B the result encrypted with ck. SA,t5msg(m5) &d(ck,m5)=i2.'A'



Thus predicate rôle_A is defined by: rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5)  ∃i1 nonce(i1,t1,A)&m1=i1.'A'.'B' &∃ck d(kA,m2)=i1.'B'.ck.m3 &private({A,AS},0,kA) &¬p_clear(d(kA,m3)) &∃i2 d(ck,m4)=i2.'B' &d(ck,m5)=i2.'A'
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The role of A is translated by the following formula: ∃m1 ∃t1 SA,t1msg(m1)&∃m2 ∃t2 t2>t1 &RA,t2msg(m2) & ∃t3 ∃t3 t3>t2 &SA,t3msg(m3) &∃m4 ∃t4 t4>t3 &RA,t4msg(m4) & ∃m5 ∃t5 t5>t4 &SA,t5msg(m5) &rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5)



Rôle of agent B: Predicate rôle_B is defined by: rôle_B(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3) ∃ck d(kB,m1)='A'.ck &private({B,AS},0,kB) &∃i2 d(ck,m2)=i2.'B' &nonce(i2,t2,B)&d(ck,m3)=i2.'A'



The role of B is translated by the following formula: ∃m1 ∃t1 RB,t1msg(m1) & ∃m2 ∃t2 t2>t1 &SB,t2msg(m2) & ∃m3 ∃t3 t3>t2 &RB,t3msg(m3) &rôle_pa(B,t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3)



Rôle of agent AS: Predicate rôle_AS is defined by: rôle_AS(AS,t1,m1,t2,m2) ∃i ∃X ∃Y m1=i.X.Y& ∃ck ∃m3 d(kX,m2)=i.Y.ck.m3 &key(ck)&d(kY,m3)=X.ck &nonce(ck,t2,AS) &private({X,AS},0,kX) &private({Y,AS},0,kY)



The role of AS is translated by the following formula: ∃m1 ∃t1 RAS,t1msg(m1) & ∃m2 ∃t2 t2>t1&SAS,t2msg (m2) &rôle_AS(AS,t2,m2,t1,m1)



5.1.2. behavioral hypotheses The realistic denotations asociated to communication actions do not give a lot of information on the global state of the system. If an agent wants to gain information it has to make assumptions on the behavior of other agents. In the Needham-Schroeder protocol AS is automatic, hence AS performs exclusively actions corresponding to its role. Behavior of AS The behavior of AS enforces the three following constraints: (1) If AS sends a message, this message is an answer corresponding to a connection key request received previously. (2) Conversely, to every received request AS sends an answer. (3) AS sends only one answer for one received request. (4) An answer of AS corresponds to only one request. We translate these constraints into CKT5 : h_AS(t1,1) SAS,t2msg(m2)∅∃m1 ∃t1 t1 RAS,t1msg (m1) ∅∃m2 ∃t2 t1 rôle_AS(t1,m1,t2,m2)&rôle_AS(t1,m1,t3,m3)&RAS,t1msg(m1) & SAS,t2msg(m2)& SAS,t3msg(m3) Æ t3=t2&m3 =m2.
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h_AS(t2,4) rôle_AS(t1,m1,t2,m2)&rôle_AS(t0,m0,t2,m2)&SAS,t2msg(m2) & RAS,t1msg(m1)& RAS,t0msg(m0) Æ t1=t0&m1=m0.



AS is honest from time t0 iff it satisfies the following predicate: honest_AS(t0) ∀t t>t0 h_AS(t,1)&h_AS(t,2)&h_AS(t,3)&h_AS(t,4)



We can build, as for AS, predicates honest_A(t0) and honest_B(t0) denoting that after time t0 A and B are honest. Thanks to these predicates we can state the behavioral assumptions of the Needham-Schroeder protocol. AS is automatic, hence everybody knows that AS is honest from time 0. A assumes that B is honest from time t1 at which A asks AS for a connection key. The weakness of the protocol obliges B to assume that A is honest from time 0, and not from t1 as it should be interesting. The following formula translates the behavioral hypothese made in the NeedhamSchroeder protocol. KA,t1honest_AS(t1) &KA,t1honest_A(t1) &KA,t1honest_B(t1) &KB,t1honest_AS(t1) &KB,t1honest_A(0) &KB,t1honest_B(t1)



5.2. Formal security proof of the Needham and Schroeder protocol. Security property: We would like to prove that A and B both know that ck is a key and everybody but A , AS and B ignores it : KA,t5key(ck)&KB,t5key(ck)&KA,t5ΛX {A,B}¬KX,tkey(ck) &KB,t5ΛX {A,B}¬KX,tkey(ck)



Security Proof: As in the unformal proof we divide into two parts the proof.We first prove security from the point of vue of A and then form the point of vue of B. Due to space limitation we just give the first step of the security proof, we prove that when A receives a message from AS then A learns that ck is a key and knows that nobody but A and AS knows that ck is a key. Note that inference 17 uses the extra assumption that if k is a key then it is also a usable message: key(k) Æ msg(k)



1 RA,t2msg(m2) &rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5) Æ KA,t2 (p_clear(d(kA,m2))&belongs(m2,m2)&private({A,AS},0,kA))& RA,t2msg(m2)



2KA,t2 (p_clear(d(kA,m2))&belongs(m2,m2)&private({A,AS},0,kA)) & RA,t2msg(m2) Æ KA,t2 (∃m1 VX AGT,t


theorem 3 private({A,AS},0,kA) Æ KA,0 ΛX



{A,AS},t


4 KA,t2 (∃m1VX



AGT,t


KA,t2 (∃m1 VX {A,AS},t


5 KA,t2(honest_A(t1) &p_clear(d(kA,m2))&belongs(m2,m1) Æ Λt
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6 KA,t2 (∃m1 VX



{A,AS},t


msg(m1) &belongs(m2,m1) &KX,tmsg(d(kA,m2))&Λt


7 KA,t2(honest_A(t1) &SA,t msg(m1)) Æ KA,t2 (∃m Vt'


8 KA,t2 (∃m Vt'


9 RA,t2msg(m2) &rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5) &KA,t2(honest_AS(t1) &honest_A(t1)) Æ KA,t2 key(ck)



10 rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5) Æ nonce(i1,t1,A)&belongs(i1,m2) 11 nonce(i1,t1,A)&belongs(i1,m2) Æ KA,t3(¬KAS,t1msg(m2)) 12 KA,t3(¬KAS,t1msg(m2) &∃m Vt


13 KA,t3(Vt1


16 KA,t3( nonce(ck,t,AS)&private({A,AS},0,kA)& ΛX,t¬KX,t1msg(ck) &¬divulgation(A,t3-1,ck,m2) &¬divulgation(A,t3-1,ck,m2)) Æ KA,t3(ΛX ΑGT-{A,AS}¬KX,t3-1msg(ck))



17 RA,t2msg(m2) &rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5)&KA,t2(honest_AS(t1) &honest_A(t1)) ÆKA,t3(ΛX ΑGT-{A,AS}¬KX,t3-1key(ck))



18 RA,t2msg(m2) &rôle_A(t1,m1,t2,m2,t3,m3,t4,m4,t5,m5)&KA,t2(honest_AS(t1) &honest_A(t1)) ÆKA,t3(ΛX ΑGT-{A,AS}¬KX,t3-1key(ck)&key(ck))



Conclusion In this paper we have extended the knowledge oriented model of distributed systems. We defined the uncertain communication mode and modelized the use of cryptographic functions. The enhanced model defines the semantics of a logic of
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knowledge, time and communication called CKT5. We expressed and proved with this logic how cryptographic functions can guarantee security properties such as secrecy and authentication. A similar approach was followed by Burrows, Abadi and Needham in [Burrows et al. 89]. They used a logic of belief and action in order to prove in a very elegant fashion security properties of various authentication protocols. Their approach has a more high level view of the problem than ours: they define by means of inference rules the epistemic properties of cryptographic functions. Thanks to that they avoid temporal reasoning and semantical representation of cryptographic functions. The major difference between their approach and ours lies on the difference between belief and knowledge. An agent may believe a false property though he may not know a false property. The statement "A believes that B does not believe that k is a key" does not imply that "B does not believe that k is a key". Hence we think that security statements using belief rather than knowledge do not guarantee security. The authors claim that belief turns out to be knowledge if the agents behave correctly. This notion of trust into other agents that allows belief to become knowledge also appears in [Venkat Rangan 88]. What allow us not to use belief is our realistic view of communication. From a received message an agent may just know that this message is usable. All other conclusion he may infer need extra knowledge of the behavior or knowldge of other agents. We think that using knowledge rather than belief offers a stronger guarantee of security because hypothesis on the behavior of other agents have to be described explicitly. Our view of the cryptographic functions is semantically based on a model of Merritt and Wolper. This model extends the usual algebraïc view, hence we will be able to compare our proof method with protocol security analysis methods such as ([Kemmerer 87],[Millen et al. 87], [Meadows 89]). Further work will concern the extension of CKT5 in order to treat public-key encryption, and the study of how to mechanize security proofs using modal resolution techniques (see[Bieber et al. 88]). to embed our analysis into security models, especially knowledge oriented ones as in [Glasgow et al. 88].
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